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TNTRObUCTION

Weare primarily responsible, as individuals, for our own rental and physical,

health or illnesses. llost of our ineffective functioning, illnesses and even

deaths result from stress-related disorders:--- frog' our maladaptive tension-inducing

reactions'to daily life. -.We see this most obviously in such symntomg as ulcers,

migraine and tension headaches, asthma, insomnia and lacy of energy. laesearch .

0.

suggests that at least 50 to 30 per cent of human problems are psychosonati

resulting from the body's unconscious reaction tq psychological strep -. Such

stress reactions are present, but less obvious, in the inabilit to concentrate,

depressions and anxieties, lowered self-esteem and self-con idence, ineffective

interpersonal behaviors and ineffective decision making, We, as individuals, are

responsible.

We individually can learn to free ourselves from pve habitual, conditioned

responses and from our dependency on external,. factors and persons in our environ-

4,

merit, however, our traditional treatments too frequently areinadenuate for such

re-learning. Innoculations don't prevent such stress-related reactions. redications

simply alleviate,-the symptoms. To delve into life histories seeking previous

, causes of such maladaptive responses is informative, but does not necessarily ;

result in the re-learning needed to free ourselyes from habitual responses and

dependencies.

flew training methods are indicating that human beings can them lves learn

0

to exert voluntary self regulation over most of their own mental a emotional

reactions and states and, over mast physiological nrocesses. And a correlate fl
/

of learning such vo untary control voluntary choice. Individually, we can

chodse to alter aid direct ourselv s in ways we desire or remain feeling that we

are the Victiiqs of our bodies a einfironment.

Biofeedb k, as one of th se emerging techniques, ;has major impliuitions for

understandin and treating h mni.mental, emotional anCphysical nroblems. Training

in voluntary self-regulati via biofeedback can serve as a nrirary tool or

treatment in preventive m ntel health and in enhancing latent human canacities.
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What is Biofeedback?

.Bibfeedbacic is the use of sensitive detectors with visual and auditor.

displays to reveal to a' individual minute changes in his internal. physiological

functions. An electronic instrument detects and amplifies a signal from such

physiological functions as muscle tension, temperature, heart rate or brain waves.

This is fed back" to the person by visual (Reters, lights) and auditory (tones,

clicks) displays, so the person can "watch" the minute changes.

Biofeedback training is learning voluntary self- regula7ion of a spedifiC,

physiological process with the aid offthii immediate and objective information.

With such training, a person learns the nrocess of voluntary self - regulation

these normally involuntary. functions. One can if desired, monitor sensitively

the internal orchestraof minute. physiolopical changes and choose to enhance a'

multitude of processes and states.

Research has demonstrated that, with biofeedback training persons chngearn

increased self-regulation of. such processes 5p heart rite, blood pressure, muscle

tension, hand temperatute, brain wave rhythms, galvanic skin response, salivation

rate, simultaneous voluntary control of forearm muscle/tension, hand temperature

/

and alpha-brain wave rhythm. This research sugpests that, at least theoretically,,-

virtually. very physiological function that can be monitored can be regulated to

some degree. All that is needed are instruments to detect, amplify and feed back

instantaneously signals from physiological processes, and practice'with such

feedback. 7

7 behavioral Correlates of Physiological Self - Regulation

V e
\

\\

.
,

,

Of specialinterest to counselors, therapists and educators is biofeedback

research demonstrating that learning, voluntary self-regulation and enhancement of
\\ .

.
.

. -
r'e,

psychological states and responses accompanies voluntary,control of phisiologiFal

, .1

functioRp. for example, feedback training to voluntarily increase hand ternerature

lowm,fension levels in the frontalis (forehead) muscle, for smoother and more

regular breathing, or to increase' brain waves in the 4-13 cycles per second



range 411 seem to result in reports of alleviation of symptoms, in nore effective

functioning and increased self -;esteem. 4010

Such research suggests a psychophysiological princinke: 'Every change in

a physiological state is accompanied by an appropriate change in the mental-
,

emotional state, be it conscious or unconscious and, conversely, ever change

ih the mental-emotional state, conscious or unconscious, is accompanied by an

. appropriate change in the phsyiological state" een, t'reen and Palters,' 1970)

In summary: (1) Biofeedback training esults in the ability.to voluntarily

retulate physiological functions formerly believed involuntary, (2) nhysiolorical

functions are correlates of psycholpgical states and processes, and (3) psychological

self-regulation, self-awareness, and enhancement (psychological health) is an

outcome of biofeedback training for voluntary self - reputation of physiological

functions.

Instruments

The following are brief descriptions'of four biofeedback instruments frenuently

used in counseling and therapy. A longer discussion of.the temperature feedbacl-

instrument is presented to illustrate the relationship between psychdloc'ical and

. physiological processes. We have found the temperature trainer to be Ole easiest

instrument for persons to understand (the physiological processessmonitored and the

.
,

, .

instrument) and to be very:versatile. A re]iable, sensitive temperature feedbacl -

instrument is among the less expensive biofeedback equinnent.

Temperature Feedback. A typical temperature feedbacl: instrument displays,

on a meter, temperature changes on the surface of the slain. Post temperature,-

feedback instruments are so sensitive that chanFe f as little as one -tenth of

a degree (0.1) result significant movement

feedback of minute changes. Such sensitivity

training. 'Typically, temperature is detected

of thameter.needle, permitting

is necessary for'effective biofeedbad-

by a'thermister (sensitive to chancres

se
in-temperature) attached to the middle of the finger-print of the midqle fineer

on the dominant hand.

1
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Research has shown that one of the physioiogical correlates of stress is a

,
. '

change in blood flow to the extremeties (hands and feet). The temperature feed-

r

back-instrument directly monitors, the surface temperature of thejinger. This

reflects the volume (amount) of-blood in the finger, which, in turn, is related to
1'

the level of stress. As a person becomes more stressed and reacts (even slightly)

to a situation or thought, a ,shunting mechanism is activated. This is accentuated

as ong:s level of activ4ion builds through the day. Blood floc, to the extAemeties

\ fr.
- , ..----

is,res icted-and is increased in the dentral portion of the body to aid the

4
increase' alertness (to briefly describe the fight- flight reaction, an appropriate

)
/ /

response t physical threat; but detrime t 1 in the intellectual, social and

personal situations of daily "civilized' life). As tension is reduced (ev7n slightly)

there ist,a dilation of blood vessels (even minute) and increased blood flow to the

extremeties, thus increasing the skin surfacetenlierature in the fingers, This

displayed physiological function, then, provides nearly d ect feedbatk of our

psychological reaction. And this physiological response is much more rapid than

most realize. 7
The temperature feedback instrument helps one become aware\of this sensitive

, sensory and' motitoripg s)5stem which already exists within a nerson. The feedback

4

,instrument does this by showing on a meter the minute fluctuations of the surface

4,

skin temperpture in tenths of a degree. By Practicing witb this instrument, a
/

;

person grad4ally becomes more conscious or aware of the sllght chanries associated

with this'bOdily process. So, as attention is directed inward, and internal awareness

is related'to-increases in shin surfaCe temperature, a person can comnare and

contrast, what is felt with what the meter is readinp. Through trial and ern*,

one can learn to filter out from the wealth of internal cues, those to maninulate

to voluntarily regulate his mental, emotional and physiolordZal responses eventually

without aid from the instrnment.

Electrotlyograph (EEG). ;uscles vary in an electrical potential, with increases I

4

0
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and decreases corresponding to the. level of muscle tension. This electrical sierial
.

is measured in micro ts:.(millionths of a Volt). The usual E teedback instrument

detects and amplifiestheses`anze!,1.n electrical potential and instantaneously-pre-

sents changes on a meter or by chances in Pitch of a tone or freouency of

Typically, surfaee electrodes are nlacedon-t d..ftontalis (forehead) muscle.

This muscle seems a crucial barometer of-tension in persons, =It*Ipely most are not

aware of it until the level of tension is relatively high. Sone.b164*Abaci,_

ptacticioners initially train for forearm extensor muscle level to below abo

3 microvolts before moving to frontalis feedback trainine.
7

As described with temperature, EITC,feedbacl. training is directed at becoming

more aware of the internal, psychological feelings and sensations associated with

'-

changes in this sensitive, sensory, nhysiolopieal muscle nonitorinP system.

Galvanic Fl-in 17'esponse (nSr). Another indicator of nhysioloPical stress reac-

tions is the skin's electrical resistance -- which increases and decreases ars
C-

stress goes up and down. This change is -r!lected by the Galvanic Shin 7esnonse

(which actually is a measure of sOat pland-activity), and can be fed bac', by

changes in the pitch of a tone or metar,readinp!. CSr,readlly'resnondsto such

irrelevant factors as .deep' breatping, body and hld movements and couching. 'lost

good manuals accompanying CSR instruments describe procedures for identifyinP

psychologically relevant CSR responses,

Electroencpohalogranh (EEC). Electrodes attached to the surface of the scaln

pick up a,continuous outnut of.e;Lectiical sienals, measured in microvolts. A

record of these signals is called an elecEroencephalopranh (ET1).

This signal is a continuous wave,,which varies in frequency and arnlitue.

Frequency is measure in nertz. (Ez, or cycles per second). Several frequencies may

appear simultaneoa y, Pith the one of hippest amplitude called the dominant frequen-

cy (the trequericy most often referred to and fed bacl in EEG feedback). Amplitude

,
.

.

.
,

is the intensity or strength of the siPpal and corresponds to the height of the Ern.
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The EEG traditionally has been divided into four =major frequency bands,

oftencalA.ellisa-iwave---ThytheiThitionvery briefly are some psychological

or behavioral correlates associated with these bands or rhythms,,though there

are individual differences.

Meta (above 13%5 -- external focusing Of attention, alert, concrete

problem solving, anxiety.

Alpha (8-13 Hz) -- internal focusing of attention, passive alertness,

pleasant.

+.1

Theta (4-8 Hz) -- drowsiness, dropping into sleep, reverie associated

V
with hypnogogic-like imagery.

Delta (less than 4 Hz) ormally in deep,, non - dreaming sleep.

basic EEG feedbaCk inst ument amplifies and filters this-signal om the

-., ,

scalp and We auditory feedback when a given rhythm is preseet.

,

_If the in trument

.--.*

is -set foi alpha l'edNit, a tone comes on for 'as long as any frequency 8 to 13 Hz

is present in the EEG of the eka e. Some instruments have fixed filters (set
-----..

--..--,__

for 8-43 Hz for alpha and/or 4-3 liz for i-Ne.4_others have adjustable band-pass

\-

filters. A few EEG feedback instruments have visualdlsplays for per cent time
-,

a given frequency is present, for average frequency and for average amplitUde,

If money is available, we would fecomment purchasing EEG instruments with

continuously adjustable filters, to aid in shaping average frequencies towards

the theta range during training.

Some persons use monopolar electrode placements (one electrode on.the surface

of the scalp and the other two attached to ears, usually).. Others use bi-poXar

set-ups (2 active electrodes on scalp). We ha;te used both and prefer monopolar.

Use an electrode placement in the left occipital (for monopolar) or, left

occipital- temporal (bi- polar) when just getting into EEG feedback training. There's

much discussion about the type of electrodes and.metals used in them. We've heard



experts say that the inexpensive electrodes do about as wen., and that's our

experience (unless lOng precise researclO.

Biofeedback in dounseling

The brief descriptions below are just to spark your thinking about ways ynu'

might integrate bi.ofeedback into your counseling. There are nearly as many *ays

as there are mental health professionals using biofeedback. Pe strongly encourace

you to study, attend workshops, train with instruments yourself and, then, develop

application of biofeedback in ways congruent with you.

Temperature Feedback during Counseling. Physiological feedbacl- can easily be

incorporated into your counseling by routinely attaching clients to a temaerature

feedback instrument during counseling sessions. To mention only one examPle of

dozens: Tlhile talking about how something really does not bother hi-,,the client's

tpmerpature is decreasing, indicating incongruence between the client's nsvcbolooicaf

..--repOrt and the physiological feedback. This physiological feedbacl: to the client of

hid increased tension (reflecting increased anxiety) heirs become more aware that

what is being discussed really is a psychological concern. This often results in

immediate exploration and insights which.normally would,Ome much "Slower. The fier

temeprature 1--much more rapid and sensitive than most counselors realize. ns-

devices also 'have been used this w

4* .

y.
was

Such immediate, objective phy ioloPical feedbicl, directly to the client and

counselor indicate the accuracy o the client's Psychological reports. ('le not too

facetiously call this 'a 'truth indicator.) .17ith such feedbacl:, the client already

4

is beginning to learn more sensitive internal awareness and practice voluntary

self-regulation. Coitinued experience can result in giving clients a more active

role in treatment. Additionally, coUnselors can begin to annreciate the potentiald

. of biofeedback training.

Diagnosis with Temperature Feedback. Another use of inmediate physiological

feedback for more accurate Psychological understarrding is with diagnosis. One

1
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,

colleague gives incomplete sentence blan4s.dially,,twith clients attached to

temperature feedback. The preponderance of responses by one client were of

physical complaints and tody_image, but accompanied by virtually no change in

temperature. TemperatUre decreased before and during responses to jUst two,items,

both regarding men. The counselor ignored the most frequent response category'

and'began (dkring this diagnostic interview) exploring the psychological area

accompanied by the greatest physiological reaction. Pe reported progress during

this first interview equivalent to several normal sessions.

Desenstitization. EIIG feedback is being used during desensitization. Tlith

this addition, both counselor and client can recognize increased tension sooner,

as anxiety-producing situations are imagined. Some counselor's have used temperature

. ,

feedback successfully, rather than MG. Clients can learn relaxation by instrument

feedback practice, more or less on their own, without the counselor hnving to!

take time to teach relaxation exercises.

Biofeedback Training as Counseling. Biofeedback training is available as a

service in the Counseling Center at Kansas Staikte University., Biofeedback training

is offered as a two-part program. The first 'part is called a ''Two -rldek Intensive

Introduction . The second part consists of four-weel training segments for which

Participants contract.

Many of the participants in biofeedback counseling seek involvement because

of the recommendation of a friend. Others are referred by counselors and,

occasionally, by a camnus physician or psychiatrist. We take no case histories

A \ I - , A

and do not,identify problems. Our focus is on health -- on the self-awareness

)participants are learning, Qn the,yoluntary self-regulation they practice and on

appliCationsin daily life.

1
As a result of this variety in narticipant motivations, we develoned the

i

Two-Week Intensive Introduction (T"II) as an experiential trial period.

10.

f.
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The first week of the TUII the participants practice, as a group, with

Jacobsen's Progressive nelaxation exercises from a pre-recorded tare. Pre and post

hand temperatures/are taken with a simple household thermometer attached to a

finger.' The thermometers show gross,changes that let the participants see what
p

has taken place as a result of .their relaxation.

The second creek of the WI' is dAdividual practice with either temperature

or EltG feedback. Thk participant chooses the instrnMent during an initial

introductory session to both instruments. die suggest they start with the instru-

'ment on which they can effect the greatest change.

At the end of the TIM, the participants choose whether or not to continue

training. Those deciding to continue sign a contract agreeing to (1) practice

three times a week with biofeedback instruments in the Center, (2) practice away

from the Center, without instruments, what they are learning about themselves from

nstrument feedback, and (3) meet once a week in a small group with other partici-

pants discuss what-they are learning. As part of the weekly meetings, the

participant negotiate, in dyads, easonable'objectives for their trairiner arrlica-

tion. Contracts nd objectives are re-negotiated for succedirig four week segments.

Participants move from 1:74-; and temperature-feedbacl- training to alpha and

theta brain wave feedback practice for lowering their average frequency towards
,0

the theta ran and increasing their theta production. Some of the nsvchological

correlates of enhanced theta are increaadd self-insights, personality integration,

and, for some, 20 minutes of theta practice is\similar to a two-hour sleep.

All individual training sessions are 30-50 minutes long. At the end of

practice, lerticipants fill out a log describing the experience and a (3raiilr-

3

depicting changes. A counselor or paranrofessional trained in biofeedbaci- discusses

with each participant, for several minutes during or after practice, what is being

experienced and how to apply it during the day, away from the Center.

lAyailable from John L. Chaney Instrument Con. P. 0. Box 72, Lake Geneva, Wis. 53147
f$27.15 f.a:b. for a lot.o'100 (Iiinimum order):

'

.11
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The major focus of the individual and group contacts is on helpingygrfIcinants

express the awarenesses and the changes they are experiencing.. These insights and

changes frequently are of the "little- things indidative ofincreasina self=

regulation and from which major changes come. Ile constantly encourage inte6-ation

into daily

1
1 fe of the skills and awarenesses being learned--;

The en ronment of the biofeedbac1;,,trainingearea is such that liphis learned

in training, can be easily intdyrated nto daily life. ,The practice area is a well-
.

lighted, hard wood floored office Area with.conventional Oairs for seven to eight

persons to practice simultaneously. Persons` are coming, and going all the time, with4,
phones ringing and frequent conversations. So achievement of comfortable felAxatilbn'

in the training, setting.is more realistic for actual situations in life than pvactice

in a' secluded, dimly-lit setting..

Outcomes
( '

Reports of experiences of persons who eve been in this pro,ram.are described

IP
verybriefly, ror more detog, see Danskin and .halters (1975) . nur outcomed are

- .

congrueAt with several biofeedback colleaUes who have the sane emphasis on healtli.

Getting Settled. Biofeedback counseling is new to most'persons, so many tal-e

1, two or three sessions to get comfortable frith, the instruments.

2

External to Internal. In early sessions, frequent commentS are made to Ithat

'

that instrument'' is or is not doing -- "That blasted temp rochine TrOuldn't Po un
;

today!' This is natural as most of ut would rather externalize the

o

10

,responsibility 'out there' on some other thing or person. So, you need to, remind

persons to focus internally. After all, "that instrument' is just a mirror reflec-

,ting ba k what is Happening inside a nerson.

Bo y Tensions. Initial reports frequently are of an awareness of bodily

tensions. A few report this as frustrating they are more awarp, bu* stall have to

e

learn how to decrease tensions). ,he help them see that this is Progress =7`.1!
. ,

.

,

has to' become 'aware of something to be able to-do something about it): Uttti .

..1

continued practice comes increasing self-regulation of physical tensions.
a

.

12
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Symptom Relief. Frequent renorts are of the Rradual.disapnearance of

. ..:

'

- --

't-SrmpteMs.sUeh as biting finger nails, feelings of abandonv:;t, sometimes_speech
. - .. 4 .. i ' 1.. -..P , 3, ; P .4 ,

-''''' -im-pediments or the-need-Ltd `get ':1-hiai" on drtiS.-;'.1: ; -''
c., , ..-

.
,,

----
- ..

)561f-confidence and Self - esteem. Increased self-Confidenceand enhanced
,

seif-esteareicommon outcomes. This to us, is most x6Wardinr., and most diffi-

cul. to verbalize. As participants begin seeing themselves as being able,to

regulate and direct their own mental, emotional and physiological, processes, as

they ste therliSeWes more in charge, they report sirnificant in ?eases in confi-

dence and self-regard. -This needs to be exnerienced to be appreciated.

e .
Integrative Processes. ,Extended practice often is accomnanied by integrative

,-L y.,
1,,,,

experiences in..the lives of participants. To pick. just a few phrases flom more
'

\ ,
. ,

extended reports! 'I feel so pdt together." "I feel as if I have my,head.screwed
A of. o

on right for the first time.' "Liofeedback has merit a whole new way of life.ferr me."'

5

::: ZoC

Hypnogogic-Like Imagery. A correlate of deeply -- relaxed, internally- directed

states-frequently4is'imagery of many types, from colors or weiRhtlessnessio.
°

spontaneous re-living of previous experiences. This sometimes comes as a surprise;

so thereis need.fot assurance that such experiences are a natural part of becoming

aware of onesself. Also, such experiences can be related to the nast, nresent or

to the future real world These can result in a resolution by the particinent,

without the struggle often associated with intensive therapy, Sone narticinant's,
4.1

? mill need to talk through the meaning of such imagery.

Gener411y, biofeedback training has been and is a learning experience.for

us. This paper is just a brief attemnt to communicate sone of the basics of biofeed-

back training-as.counseling.



now Does This Happen?

,

Though the exact explanation has not been worked out, Oe'fpllawing has
t . ,,

been advanced:

-

- 12

.

`According to neuroanatomists, the-subcortex of the brain

contains a neural network called. the limbic system that

responds to emotions: Whenever we 'have an emotion' thelelectrical

activity of the limbic system changes. This system, however, is

linked by many nerve fibers to other sections of the Subecittex

which contain the neural circuits that control most of the body's

involuntary, or.autonomic, functions. The exact neural pathways

have not yet been traced, but this much seems certain. If we have

a thought that is associated with a feeling (and fev:theughts are

not, the limbic system, thiough its connections with various-

control circuits, brings about unconscious changes in sore of the

`body's involuntary functions."

-11Hatever the exact explanation, the imrortant fact is tbat'if
?le use a sensitive detector and visual and auditory disrlays to
reveal minute physiological changes, we often can learn- to control

the sections of the, involuntary 'system. that regulate /these changes.

Theoretically, at least, we should be'able to bring under control
all our physiological processes with this techniaue" (Green and

Green, 1974, p: 141).

...., os 4. -'ee P - Cautions
/

What are:the.negative outcomes of.biofeedback training? None, so far as
,.:--..

;,-

we cap determine. tor:seyetal.teal:s, we've been checking with other rrOfessidnals -,
...._

" , i , :.V - - --

at biofeedback conference and worksheps.and haVe_been monitoring, our.p!rn biofee0 - '_'
-

-
.:.--,4,-,

-

f--'-
.t"

back training program. The consensus Stems to be,hat,few, if any atall,-a (lver0
,:
1-;

t

g biofee4, -0. ,,,/: . I v,i

/t7,

result have occurred :4,1 indivdualsus
it

/ I: 1

;

//
Inaccurate Instruments. ,Sore commercially -available )mstrumentIS are'roorly.

J f
designed and do give inaccurate feedbae!-, Eye.,:blinh,and We-movement artifacts,' : : i'

.
. , r.--

',/'.' --;.% . ,--

for example, could be detected err9neoUsly,as brain-pAve;rbythms in some'roorIy ' i

. ' : :
r,

:. re / 1'
,.;"

constiucted instrUments encouragg.havinp aa6Wp5.'standaid electronics
, , 1

/rIA: .4: .. .* ' I f```

test equipment to:determinejiRstr*Rt-tacq4/94 libsfrO:.,eliCe,:i.? that 1_ you
J:. vie) i

begin asking-around for" Syeh assistande yQU11. 1
, r/ k .0, "*.' ... ie.

medical Precautions.' ?nth persons with medicS1`;pr.efIoiti,.'it in aqvisab

- .1. I ,r, rre I++ 1.

A

414K

for their physician to be monitoring ti*' problen an

ii

11.04fAi.illsifaUtinicife dback
.: ..,-.' ic:;--.;.;: ; ! 1 ;

":-.,'"11,-.:'I ':1, ,, 1:,I. .. stl.. f . s \
.

, r,#.; 5... ;' te . .i,t' i

1 .:. ; .11; ; ' 4 , ;1 '

;...'41.; '; -1
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. /, r ": , i

1 `
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training, or twO.primary reasons. A arat, associated underlying organic

r., pathology/could.go undetected. An example,vould he a person s'el-Zg biofeedbacl-

. '7

traininyfor migraine headaches which, could be related to some organic nathology.
,: %

,

-13

Second,irequirements for medications may vary (often decrease) and drug levels

,may n d to be-igadjusted with continued-biofeedback training.
4 I . . ..' ..,o '

I /
Feelings Associated with Imagery, Persons achieving deeply, unstressed,

..,

,- *.

/
internal states with biofeedback trairking,sometimes rep6rt feelinps of weightlessness:

,..,-

'/.4."4'

,

,
,. sensations of tumbling.in space.and'other occasionally ambiguous experiences. Also,

, / ,. - ,
. / / . -

;.: some report re-living previous'experiences having' new insights,or archetynical
;

- .

imagery, Such experiences frequently comp as a surnrise. re feel it is essential

° \

.

that a knowledgeable person be availaUle to discuss and help nut these in_proper _ -

...

.
TerSpec,.- Such experiences seem a natural hart of becoming more

of one4elfand evidences df,prpgressjp.bpfeedbach training.
-

\'.
:. -..\ , .

,,,,. ,applications in counseling, though.articics
.\.

.
,

.\ ,. .\\.publication rate for.practioners
.

:..b ,',

deevly Aware
--;

, -

Ge.,_

: ' , .-

StartedttiTig t
3,-

- , ,

.... --- - , . Ps
.

%;.,.
.

.' _-
. We suggestIhis sequence O.) study biofeedback literatur at;end a

..- ,,-
..- .

. .
-',,

. .

works4c5p, (3). train yourself,. with'.instruments, (4) train a fei7, 'Select cOileapues
i . .

,.

\:.
-

and clients, (5) develop uses -of biofgedback'traininp in your'cbunselini;.
.

4

Study. Biofeedback Literature. Very little has beeawrttte
t
specifically about

(The'loware be;-,inning to. appear.,

holds irk_ this area, too.) Learn to read biefeed-

\\
backartidles..vitn\an eports of psychological correlates (often reported

incNentally). 'A'so, get your bunInfa,rmal network going, as we have, by not
.

being!.,,shyaput using _the phone

gnu ;ill find-ithe Appendix a

ith:the address-of the

.

Attend A 116r.kshop.

_ ;just expose

.

..,

f - .. r

one to

and'maili any be: attending worhsr;ops and meetings,

lksting
..

of a biblOgraphy and major booLs, along

professional organization:-

Too many biofeedback workshops are one-day affairs whidh

the field and instruments. rather, see!- out those nrovide



(a) extensive contact. with counselors who have been offering biofeedback for at

least a*couple,of years, and (b) the opportunity to train on inIstruments -- not

,r

just hook up", but allow enough time to being to exnerienceteedback training'
,- ,

and the relation rrf internal awarenesses with physiological feedb'acla. hot

than .workshops offer 'such. O

-We offer workshops occasionally, and do consult with a fe6 interested centers.

f
Ue also refer persons dnqdiring about workshops to the Executive Secretary of

the Biofeedback Research Society (address in Appendix) and to instrument companies

(we've used, especially, Autogenic Systems, Inc.), as they, have contacts (their

informal network) with many gersons in the area. Again, getting your on network

going will be helpful in hearing of training opportunities.

Train, Yourself, and A Few Select Colleagues and Clients.. ne feel strongly that

any,persons doing biofeedback training should train, themselves, with biofeedback

instruments before using them with others. By training, we do not mean "hooking

up' and practicing a few times. Rather, we mean practice extended over several

weeks, allowing one (a) to experience the internal sensations, states and feelings

associated with various levels of physiological feedback and (b) annlying during

\
.

, /

the day what is being learned with the instruments. - Perspes vary in hot. they

respond to and experience biofeedback training.
is
o, we also urge closely monitoring

colleagues and a few select clients before extensive use of biofeedback training.

Develop Your Own Applications., We've visited counselors, clinicians and

/

psychiatrists using biofeedback. The most successful seen to us to have several

things in common: (1) They seriOusly have trained with the instruments, and

continue to do so, (2) they were, and are, not hesitant to contact experienced

persons regarding even the "sinpliest' nuestions, (3) they develoned applications

of biofeedback which were congruent with their style (rather than mechanically)

following some established program), and(4) they are constantly changing and

proving their, offering.
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We've not ac ively sought outside grnt funding, and have been adve've

inot done sO. Agrant "freezes" your pr o cedures for the duration of the project.

And this is, not the way to begin. Rather, we've found ourselves learning and

changing `our o, ogram over e past four years. We'd encourage you to go slow

. /

in committing/ yourself to a, say, four-year grant okUr).fig which time you could"

/

Ithange yOurinrocedures very little. Rather, as soon as-yau begin you'll

/-

ways to change- and improve your biofeedback offerings, and this mill continue.

Getting Instruments. We knots of no ready source of funds for biofeedbacl-

instruments. Both Federal and private foundation grant monies are scarce. 'Rost

successful biofeedback practicioners have started by 'hustling" for funds. We

.40

began by borrowing a digital thermometer and thermister from some engineering

colleagues and doing temperature training with it. Also, you might borrow some

instrument ,from a psychology colleague and add some Oen of.feedback to it. We_

also 'talked six different departments (over _3 'years) to contribute a little

each ($100-500), plus contMliuting from our own pockets. If hiofeedbacl really

'makesmai kes sense to you, you'll come by/monies one way or another.

Be patient. Rave fun: And; let us know if you think we -might be of.help

We'll do our best to respond reasonably uhmprly.

fl
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